
April 2018 
 
 

Dear Tenso members (partners in the 14-18 project and others) 
 
As discussed in previous members meeting, Tenso will run into a cashflow problem this 
year, due to the fact that 20% of the EU subsidy ( 230 000 euro) will only be paid when 
the final report of the project (which ends 30 June 2018) has been approved, sometime 
before the end of the year. 
 
We will deal with this issue in the following ways: 
 
* postponement of payment of invoices is not possible since we have to show proof of 
payment 
* loans from Tenso collaborators (the people who have regularly earned money from the 
project, such as Leo Samama, James Wood, Kaspars Putnins, the travel agency etc)  
* loan from the Dutch bank where Tenso has an account (not confirmed yet )  
* Tenso reserves  
This will cover ca 130 000 euro.  
 
For the remaining 100 000 euro, we will need to make an appeal to the partners in the 
project and the other members of Tenso. 
 
Can your organization give Tenso a loan, and if so, for which amount ? And from which 
date ?  
 
* The "loan" arrangement would consist of two invoices, one from Tenso to your 
organization - to be paid on the agreed starting date of the loan - and one from your 
organization to Tenso - to be paid as late in the year as possible, and as soon as the EU 
has made the final payment. 
* The loan could also consist of your organization taking charge of costs related to 
activities this year (Tenso Days in Mechelen, meeting in April in Berlin, staff costs, several 
costs related to internet), for which you send Tenso an invoice (to declare these costs) 
later in the year. 
 
We have made a detailed overview of the cashflow for this year, and we can assure you 
that, within the possibilities of the partners, we will make a reasonable division of the 
burden and will not ask any organization to transfer the money before we actually need it.  
 
With best wishes,  
on behalf of the executive committee (Per Korsfeldt, Olivier Enguehard, Majella 
Hollywood) 
 

 

 
EU - payment of project subsidies 
 

advance payments    

upon signing contract 30% 349.290 

first report / 70% previous advance spent 30% 349.290 

second report / 70% previous advance spent 20% 232.860 

final report approved 20% 232.860 
 


